
Barca Beats Madrid 
 

FC Barcelona trying again later, this time in the Women's Champions League quarterfinals. Subsequent 

to losing 0-1 in the primary leg of the opposition, they needed to return and beat Real Madrid 3-0 at 

Camp Nou on Thursday night to continue on to the elimination rounds, and that is actually the thing 

they did! Goalkeeper Sandra Paños made eight recoveries during the match to assist with keeping 

Madrid off the board notwithstanding over an hour and a half of extraordinary strain from Zinedine 

Zidane's group. some significant element 8Xbet  portray beneath. 

 

Ladies' football is arising 
 

Ladies' football is done creating; it has shown up and couldn't be really energizing. With another ladies' 

Champions League competition going to begin in Europe, there will be no justifiable reasons for any 

individual who says they don't have the foggiest idea where to observe probably the best female 

footballers on the planet. The following are five different ways you can get each of Barcelona's games 

live! [3 Ways] , [2 Ways] , [One Way]. Appreciate and keep an eye out women - Messi is coming! 

 

Ladies are turning out to be strong 
 

In general, ladies have generally been underrepresented in, influential places yet that isn't accurate any 

longer. Simply take a gander at any Forbes rundown of influential ladies and you'll see it: There are 

presently like never before previously. Despite the fact that main 4% of U.S, truth be told. firms are 

driven by ladies CEOs, 40% of organizations with 50 to 500 workers are possessed by ladies. 

 

Messi still at his best regardless of injury 

 

Lionel Messi got harmed towards the finish of Barcelona's coordinate with Rayo Vallecano, and many 

fans are stressed he might be becoming excessively old for football. All things considered, with his new 

exhibition, Messi's most certainly satisfying his top notch standing. The playmaker scored two objectives 

in Barcelona's 3-0 win over Rayo Vallecano. 

 

VAR - video collaborator official 

 

https://8xbet.pro/


Most soccer fans will not be glad to see it coming to an association close to them at any point in the 

near future, however innovation is staying put. In Barcelona's first authority match of 2018, they 

brought down Real Madrid with a VAR objective that remained in spite of dissent from Zinedine Zidane 

and his group. The fans at Camp Nou were elated - on account of their success, yet additionally in light 

of how it affected arbitrators pushing ahead. 

 

Suarez back with a bang 

 

Spanish striker Luis Suarez made his initial beginning of 2013-14 in FC Barcelona's resonating 5-0 

whipping of Real Madrid on Wednesday. Suarez, who was restricted for gnawing Italy protector Giorgio 

Chiellini during Uruguay's World Cup crusade, scored after just 30 seconds. He then set up a 2-0 lead 

before halftime and added one more objective to get done with three. 
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